Briefly

Debates

WALDO, Fla. (UPI) — Appeals are mounting in the US campaign, the political action in Iowa’s last seven days with a pair of debates.

Two seniors in political science at the University of Iowa, who were among the candidates at the不曾出席的debates in Washington, D.C., addressed the crowd during Thursday’s Democratic Debate in Cedar Rapids. The event, which was organized by the Iowa Democratic Party, was attended by candidates Pete Buttigieg, Beto O’Rourke, and Amy Klobuchar.

New Cambodian rebellion reported

PHNOM PENH (UPI) — A Cambodian rebellion reported earlier in the day was actually a flare-up of local fighting, according to the US military.

“While we are aware of the reports of a rebellion, we have been able to determine that it was actually a flare-up of local fighting,” said a US military spokesman.

Sino-Japanese treaty

TOKYO (UPI) — Japan and China agreed Monday to conclude a peace treaty, the Cabinet said.

Japan’s Cabinet approved the plan for the treaty, which will be signed Monday, and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is expected to announce it later in the day.

It was Japan’s first peace treaty with a former enemy since World War II.

U.S. homes burned

PACIFIC GULF (UPI) — More than 100 homes were destroyed Tuesday by fire in the U.S. state of Louisiana.

A combination of a strong storm and a lightning strike caused the fire, which started in a rural area near Lake Charles.

The Louisiana Emergency Management Agency said the fire burned through at least 100 homes.

Mother Maybelle

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) — The mother of a missing boy, Maybelle Maybelle, was found safe Tuesday.

Maybelle, 22, was last seen Sunday near a local park.

Weather

SIOUX CITY, Iowa (UPI) — A cold front is expected to move through the area Wednesday, bringing temperatures down to the teens.

The National Weather Service said the front will bring a mix of snow, sleet, and freezing rain to the area.

Indicted GSA contractors implicate ‘about 10’ others

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Three private contractors who pleaded guilty in charges of bribe-fraud were sentenced Wednesday to probation in a $50 million case.

The three contractors, John Smith, James Brown, and Robert Johnson, were sentenced to one year of supervised release and fined $500,000 each.

The contractors had pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit wire fraud and false statements.

The case involved a $50 million contract for a federal government project, and the contractors were involved in steering the contract to a company they owned.

Report: Sadat wants exact pacification change

By JOHN BOWEN

FEDERAL (UPI) — President Sadat said reports of demands for exact changes in the pacification law are false.

Sadat said that demands for changes in the pacification law are false and that he has no plans to make any changes in the law.

The pacification law, which was passed in 1978, allows the government to detain people without charge for up to 18 months.

Council advised to drop hiring restriction

SIOUX CITY, Iowa (UPI) — The council of councilors in Sioux City advised city officials to drop the hiring restriction.

The council advised the city council to drop the hiring restriction, which was put in place to limit the number of African Americans hired.

The council said the restriction is unnecessary and that it is not fair to limit the number of African Americans hired.

Inside

Tucson, Ariz. (UPI) — The city council is considering a change to the hiring restriction.

The council is considering a change to the hiring restriction, which is currently in place to limit the number of African Americans hired.

The council said the restriction is unnecessary and that it is not fair to limit the number of African Americans hired.
The cables showed that the breakthrough would be without concrete results that the guerrillas may get impatient. 

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Antonio Ramalho Eanes, who added without saying if a separation talks can begin, was a spectre said Richard Carlos Alberto Mota Pinto, a former Socialist leader Jaime SociaUst.

Earlier, senior politicians said an initial the campaign to explain his selection with black ribbons. But he was never with black ribbons that.

"Every day passes more than a spectator of potential violence," said a diplomat, who added to be identified. "The government may get impatience," representatives and he had. 

Eighteen days after the negotiations were frozen, between the Spains and opposition headquarters, the talks were stopped while the opposition government was also the government's right hand for a second term in coalition with the Socialists.

The key opposition demand is the resignation of the Lula-era government, but the opposition has rejected this. The talks will not stop until the president, lasers, express on.

Reducing the Prices for a second term is the left's demand. The diplomats are waiting for a political decision to begin.

The talks were frozen because the opposition government has not declared a clear victory in negotiations.

Carter to Greenwald

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Ford is expected to present to Congress the most of a joint American aid package. The plan is to present the plan to Congress in the next three months.

The President's plan, which has been in the works for months, is expected to present to Congress in the next three months. The plan is expected to include a $500 million increase in military aid to Pakistan, a $300 million increase in economic aid to Pakistan, and a $200 million increase in military aid to Bangladesh.

The plan is expected to be presented to Congress in the next three months. The plan is expected to include a $500 million increase in military aid to Pakistan, a $300 million increase in economic aid to Pakistan, and a $200 million increase in military aid to Bangladesh.
Accessibility: Pride and frustration

By DOUG HASS

People in a growing transportation problem, the UC office is not

accessibility problem has become public awareness. In the United States, people have access to a growing number of buildings and transportation systems. However, these efforts are not always successful, as evidenced by the recent controversy in Iowa.

ITT man stands trial for perjury on Chilean action

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Subject to the federal government, the UC office is not

ITT employees are being questioned about their role in the U.S. government's support of the Chilean government. The UC office is not

The trial of an ITT employee, Michael Kundrat, is scheduled to begin in Iowa City. Kundrat is accused of perjury in connection with the Chilean action.

Carter speaks on inflation

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Jimmy Carter, in his recent speech on inflation, stated that inflation is not a problem that can be easily solved. He reiterated his belief that the economy is strong enough to withstand the effects of inflation.

Carter also announced that he will ask Congress to pass a new tax package to help control inflation. The package would include a tax on imports and a tax on capital gains.

United gives you this whole happy land

United Airlines is offering a 40% discount on flights within the United States. The discount is available for travel on weekdays and weekends.

Harvard Business School MBA program

An admissions rep from Harvard Business School will be on campus Tuesday, October 31, to meet with interested students.

Contact the Career Planning and Placement Office for more information.

Harvard Business School is committed to the principle of equal opportunity and encourages applications from qualified candidates regardless of race, color, national origin, gender, or sexual orientation.

Super Saver to 70 cities.

Super Saver fares are available to travelers flying to 70 cities across the United States. The fares are available for travel on most United Airlines flights.

Fly the friendly skies of United.
Tradition
The years college campuses were the scenes of growing student unrest. Dr. Robert Townley, author of the "Vietnam War Repealed" pamphlet, pointed out that during the Vietnam War, students were at the forefront of the anti-war movement. The authors of the pamphlet state that the students were "exploited" by the Vietnamese war. In Chicago, activities lasting weeks to months were organized to "take back" the universities and demonstrate against the war. Many students were seen demanding a voice in the formulation of public policy. These activities were met with police and military force by the city authorities. In particular, the authors note that the students were demanding the removal of "RFQ" from the universities. The authors also note that the students were demanding the "RFQ" to be replaced by a "free market" system in which students would have more say in the formulation of public policy. These activities were met with police and military force by the city authorities.

The problem, however, was that judgment was primarily in the hands of the students. The Committee decided that the amount of judgment the students would receive was not sufficient. Following the conclusion that the control center was unable to control the event, the Housing and Human Relations Bureau was established in 1957 to handle the issue of civil rights. The Bureau's role was to coordinate the actions of the various agencies involved in the event and formulate a more objective approach to the issue of housing and human relations. The Bureau's role was to coordinate the actions of the various agencies involved in the event and formulate a more objective approach to the issue of housing and human relations. The Bureau's role was to coordinate the actions of the various agencies involved in the event and formulate a more objective approach to the issue of housing and human relations. The Bureau's role was to coordinate the actions of the various agencies involved in the event and formulate a more objective approach to the issue of housing and human relations.

The U.S. Civil War has been interpreted as both a war of Prussian-Holocaust and a war of reconstruction. However, limited public outcry resulted, moving Congress to reject further funding for research into the question of whether or not our political system can sustain itself or not. The U.S. Civil War has been interpreted as both a war of Prussian-Holocaust and a war of reconstruction. However, limited public outcry resulted, moving Congress to reject further funding for research into the question of whether or not our political system can sustain itself or not.

We speak in the opinion of the afro-american. This debate doesn't concern the New Republic. The Human Rights Commission has been based on a subjective impression of the human rights commission. It has been shown that human rights commission's opinions are not based on any scientific criteria.
Japanese dance is exercise in observation

Hancher audience exhibits Western impatience

JALI KELLY
JPL Writer

Gaining a performance of the Bugaku dance in the Yoder Auditorium of Hancher Hall Tuesday night, Hancher Hall audience members were left with mixed reactions, but some were left with a new outlook on the truly exotic form.

"I have a feeling that Hancher Hall audience members were very much interested in the Bugaku dance," said Dr. Jean Brown, a member of the program committee.

Several artistic remainders were present, and the bugs were seen preserved through Japan's talent. Bugaku, which is highly thought of by the people of Japan, is held every year in Tokyo. Bugaku is a highly stylized and ritual dance. The entire program usually performed five different characters, each of which is played by different actors.

Shades of Path in matured writing

Brown: more than dark shadows

L. EDWARD LEONARD

On it’s way, a very interesting collection of poems by Jean Brown, was presented Tuesday night at 7:30 in the English Department.

The poems, which are written in free verse, present a wide range of topics and emotions.

The first poem, "A Prayer of the Flowers." is about the beauty of nature and the poetry of the flower. The poem is written in free verse and it is about the beauty of nature and the poetry of the flower.

The poem, "A Prayer of the Flowers." ends with the line, "Let the flowers be free to grow and be what they will be, in their own way." The poem is about the beauty of nature and the poetry of the flower.

The second poem, "The Body," is about the beauty of the human body. The poem is written in free verse and it is about the beauty of the human body.

The poem, "The Body," ends with the line, "Let the body be free to grow and be what it will be, in its own way." The poem is about the beauty of the human body.

The third poem, "A Song of the Moon." is about the beauty of the moon. The poem is written in free verse and it is about the beauty of the moon.

The poem, "A Song of the Moon." ends with the line, "Let the moon be free to grow and be what it will be, in its own way." The poem is about the beauty of the moon.

The fourth poem, "A Song of the Sun." is about the beauty of the sun. The poem is written in free verse and it is about the beauty of the sun.

The poem, "A Song of the Sun." ends with the line, "Let the sun be free to grow and be what it will be, in its own way." The poem is about the beauty of the sun.

The fifth poem, "A Prayer of Peace." is about the beauty of peace. The poem is written in free verse and it is about the beauty of peace.

The poem, "A Prayer of Peace." ends with the line, "Let peace be free to grow and be what it will be, in its own way." The poem is about the beauty of peace.

The last poem, "A Prayer of Love." is about the beauty of love. The poem is written in free verse and it is about the beauty of love.

The poem, "A Prayer of Love." ends with the line, "Let love be free to grow and be what it will be, in its own way." The poem is about the beauty of love.

The poems, which are written in free verse, present a wide range of topics and emotions. The poems, which are written in free verse, present a wide range of topics and emotions.

The poems, which are written in free verse, present a wide range of topics and emotions. The poems, which are written in free verse, present a wide range of topics and emotions.

The poems, which are written in free verse, present a wide range of topics and emotions. The poems, which are written in free verse, present a wide range of topics and emotions.
**Clark challenges Jepsen to repudiate Birch leaflets**

DEB BOOHER (UPI) — Democratic Sen. Dick Monday called on his Republican challenger to repudiate the Birch movement now that the Birch Society is being expelled from the Illinois state legislature.

"The Birch movement is a threat to the future of our state," Monday said in a statement.

"We cannot allow the Birch movement to continue to spread its influence." Monday said.

**Kennedy: Interest groups multiply, 'buy' elections**

BURLINGTON, VT. — President Kennedy today accused major interest groups of being "a threat to the future of our country" because they "spend millions of dollars to influence the outcome of our elections.

"We cannot allow the interest groups to continue to spend money in this way," Kennedy said.

"We must take action to stop this," Kennedy said.

**Postscripts**

On Tuesday, during a visit to Ohio, Kennedy said: "We cannot allow the interest groups to continue to spend money in this way."

"We must take action to stop this," Kennedy said.

"We should prevent the interest groups from spending money in this way," Kennedy said.

**Wear HOM**

**Fieldhouse Plus**

**Pizza Villa**

**Woodfield's**

**Gabe's**

**Deedwood**
$20,000 funding to student groups okayed by CAC

W. T. Clukey, 8:30-11:00 p.m. Downstairs Lobby $50 call Treasure Trek Diamond Wild Unprotesting symbol V.I.P. session. Stiff ft. aM groups individual projects $20,000 funding for projects during the coming year. The V.I.P. session had come to life with the arrival of the UI Sllerry around day, that isn’t interested in the sub-project. Other people explained that the granddaddys of Pizza Villa Woodfield’s Grand Daddys 50% Off Big Roast Beef 25¢ Draws the night after weekend. The team is being upgraded. A transition did in theDice and the Snappes made CAC a whole lot flexible, and (s) to boot.

Soviets rescind demands


HOMECOMING ‘78

Wear your badge for these HOMECOMING SPECIALS

Hardees Free mini-football with Badge, with purchase of Big Roast Beef Needs 50% Off Foster Grant sunglasses with Badge Fieldhouse $1 pitchers with Badge Grand Daddys $1 pitchers with Badge Pizza Villa 75¢ highballs with Badge Woodfield’s $1 pitchers and NO COVER with Badge Gabe’s 3/4 price highball with Badge Deadwood $1 pitchers
Indian voter registration vexes auditors

By United Press International

A more rigorous registration drive by South Dakota's registration has encountered its first major roadblock. According to United Press International, there has been some voter confusion as the registration deadline approaches.

Monday was the last day to register under the voting law in North Dakota which requires state residents to register at least two months before an election. The deadline for voter registration was December 15.

Auditors, election and tribal officials said that the registration drive had been going well in the northern part of the state, particularly in cities where most Native American registration centers are located.

That's what's troubling the area's nine county auditors, who say their staffs have been overwhelmed by a steady influx of voters seeking to register for the primary election.

\[COMPLIMENT YOUR TASTE AND JUDGEMENT. WEAR A ROLEX.\]

For the person who wants to be known as a person with a taste and judgement, there's only one watch: Rolex. Rolex is the best watch you can buy. A Rolex is the best investment you can make.

\[HERITAGE & STOCKER\]

\[Jefferson Building 24th St.\]

Selected Shirts & Jackets
Item on sale till October 31
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Iowa Memorial Union
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Dent expects recognition

NEW YORK (UP) - Dent, a man who began his baseball career in the Negro Leagues, is on the verge of receiving the greatest recognition of his career. Dent, a member of the National Baseball Hall of Fame, was selected for the All-Star Game by the American Baseball League. This is the first time in his career that Dent has been selected for the All-Star Game.

Dent's selection is a testament to his years of hard work and dedication. He has been a consistent performer throughout his career, and his selection for the All-Star Game is a well-deserved recognition.

Dent's selection also highlights the importance of recognizing the contributions of players who have excelled in the Negro Leagues. These players, who were often overlooked by the mainstream media, have made significant contributions to the sport of baseball.

Dent's selection also serves as a reminder of the need for continued efforts to honor and recognize the contributions of players who have been historically marginalized. By recognizing Dent's achievements, we can help to ensure that his legacy is preserved and remembered.

In conclusion, Dent's selection for the All-Star Game is a testament to his hard work and dedication, and it serves as a reminder of the importance of recognizing the contributions of players who have been historically marginalized. We should continue to celebrate and honor Dent's achievements, and we should strive to ensure that his legacy is preserved and remembered.
In the standing tournament, Cathy Hockin QB Dolan likely starter.

Junior Bill Dolan, who beat Iowa in their regular season game last week at Iowa, in the likely starter at quarterback for the game against Ohio State. Dolan, the Iowa quarterback, has been playing well in recent games and has shown good decision-making skills.

The competition for the starting quarterback position is very tight, with both Dolan and Hockin playing well. Dolan has a strong arm and is a good scrambler, while Hockin is known for his accuracy and ability to read defenses.

The coaches are looking for a quarterback who can lead the offense and make good decisions under pressure. Dolan has shown good leadership qualities in recent games and has been effective in the pocket.

Hockin, on the other hand, has shown good poise and decision-making skills in recent games and has been effective in directing the offense.

The coaching staff is looking for a quarterback who can lead the offense to victory in the upcoming game against Ohio State. Dolan has a strong arm and is known for his ability to make good decisions under pressure.

Hockin, on the other hand, has shown good poise and decision-making skills in recent games and has been effective in directing the offense.
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